Banners by:
Karolina Gnatowski, Kelli Cousins, Kelly Kaczynski,
Lisa Vinebaum, Verónica Casado Hernández,
Masum Momaya, Jae Hwan Lim, Lindsay Hutchens,
Dan Gunn, Vanessa Dion Fletcher, Teresa Silva,
Sara Clugage, & Penny Duff

The Storehouse is a multi-disciplinary arts space run by
Penny Duff & Michael Slaboch in their home in Galien, MI

	
  

Banner Donations: Banner donations are welcome! Contact Aram @ ahan5@saic.edu

More Info On The Project and How To Instructions: www.facebook.com/protestbannerlendinglibrary

April 7th, 2017 from 6:30-8:30pm Whitney Museum of American Art, New York City
Protest Banner Lending Library Workshop with Cauleen Smith

February – May 2017 The Protest Lending Library will have a physical space at The Chicago Cultural Center. Come
Tuesday – Thursday 12-6pm to make banners and to check them out to use!

Upcoming Protest Banner Making Workshops with Aram:

The words and these banners have a growing history. They are made by someone, used in a protest, returned to the
library, and then taken by someone else to a different protest. The banners carry the histories of the hands that made
and hold them, and the places they have and will travel.

The Protest Banner Lending Library is a space for people to gain skills to learn to make their own banners, a communal
sewing space where we support each other’s voices, and a place where people can check out handmade banners to use in
protests.

THE PROTEST BANNER LENDING LIBRARY	
  

Banners are a way for me to resist what is happening in the United States and in the world. It is a way to put my voice out
there and not stay silent. I cannot be silent. However, as a non citizen and a new mother, I cannot always go to protests.
And in these workshops I realized that there were many people who came because they needed to find a way to
participate, resist, and speak up but also couldn’t always go to protests because they too were mothers, non citizens,
undocumented, those who would be at great risk if caught up and arrested. My protest banner making workshops have
become a place where people come together in solidarity through making. And making is, in and of itself, a form of
resistance.

I was devastated by the elections, as many were. I needed a platform to shout. So immediately after the elections, I
started to make protest banners in my apartment. I then started to invite friends over to make banners with me because
I needed to feel a sense of community. Then I quickly started to do workshops for the public.

ARAM HAN SIFUENTES	
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First In Fun
My home state of North Carolina may place 50th in fair
government (it no longer qualifies as a democracy as of
a couple of months ago), but it is #1 when it comes to
vanity license plates. I see them at every turn as I make
my very important trips to the local supermarket,
hardware store and nature trails (where I blaze weed
with my buddies Big Todd and Scuzzy B). Sometimes
the plates make sense (KAYAKER), most times they
leave me scratching my head (NORPL45). North
Carolinians need you to know what they’re into, what
they stand for, what makes them tick. I use the words
“they” and “them” instead of “we” because the North

How To Grab A Pussy by Derek Erdman
ink on paper, 2016

Carolina DMV has iced my vanity plate requests two
years running for reasons I cannot even begin to
understand.

2,864,974* by Lee Ranaldo
1” pin, 2017

Jon Wurster, Chapel Hill, NC

*The # of votes Clinton won the popular vote by in 2016

“When we stick posters around saying,
“WAR IS OVER – If You Want It”, what we’re
trying to promote is an awareness in people
of how much power they have, and not to
rely on the government, or leaders, or
teachers so much that they’re all passive or
automatons. They have to have new hope.
Everybody’s looking for goals and answers;
the youth especially.
What we’re trying to tell them is that “You
are the goal. Nobody on earth can do it for
you. Whatever it is you want, you must do it
yourself.”
Peace Delegates on NOORDAM, Suffragists: Mrs. P. Lawrence, Jane Addams, Anita Molloy. January 1st, 1931

John Lennon, NYC, 1969

